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I

ndian Railways is one of the biggest rail networks in the world with 1.3 million employees, and
it is indeed a massive task to streamline its operations.
With every passing year, the ministry is making efforts to modernise railways and make
it one of the best rail networks in the world. However, a lot is yet to be done to achieve the
dream of ensuring world class amenities to passengers, strengthening infrastructure, enhancing
operating efficiency, improving finances, and accounting and completing stranded projects that are
languishing for years.
Hon'ble Railway Minister Suresh Prabhu is leaving no stone unturned to do everything a normal
passenger expects from the railways. Ever since Mr Prabhu took over, record commissioning of around
3,000 km of broad gauge lines was done against 2009-14 average of 4.3 km. Electrification of several
thousand km was done in the last year which is a huge jump over the period of 2009 to 2014.
The railways introduced a responsive 24x7 complaint resolution mechanism and extensively used
social media platforms like Twitter, Facebook and Whatsapp to disseminate crucial information and
address passengers' grievances. It indeed proved to be a milestone in the age of Digital India.
At cleanliness front, the ministry aligned itself with Hon'ble Prime Minister Narendra Modi's flagship scheme the Swachh Bharat campaign. Indian Railways introduced Clean my Coach Service as
well. E-catering, E-wheelchair, E-bedroll facilities are some of the other schemes that were unveiled to
ensure seamless availability.
A record number of tickets were sold via IRCTC online platform which never happened in the
history. The introduction of recently unveiled Vikalp scheme has brought smiles to passengers who can
now choose an option of travelling in another train if they fail to get a confirmed ticket.
When we talk about speed, country's first semi-high-speed train Gatimaan Express was launched,
and the trial run of Talgo coaches is underway. We sincerely hope that the railways will introduce highspeed trains to fulfil the aspirations of ordinary man.
Importantly, one the neglected zones the northeastern states now being given due attention by the
government and several initiatives are being made to improve and strengthen connectivity there.
To give a thrust to reform initiative taken by the Railways, Governance Now has been providing a
platform where key stakeholders come together at its annual conference to deliberate on core issues,
ever since the government took charge. Taking the development agenda forward, in its 3rd year, Governance Now Railways Reforms & Governance Conclave held on 24th March this year witnessed participation of experts from an array of fields. Prominent speakers from varied fields discussed fundamental
reforms and gave their suggestions to strengthen Indian Railways further, which are documented in
this report. The report has comprehensive proposals, suggestions and recommendations made by the
experts on generating more investment, developing stations, strengthening infrastructure and improving accounting system. We hope that it will help the Railways and other associated organisations to
bring reforms. With more solutions and ideas, we look forward to your presence at Governance Now
4th Railways Reforms and Governance Conclave, 2018.

Kailashnath Adhikari
Managing Director, Governance Now
SAB Events & Governance Now Media Limited
www.event.governancenow.com
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Message

Ministry of railways has undertaken a slew of measures that will improve governance in the
railways in the future. To improve the railways, we have done a comprehensive study which
involves business practices leading to greater transparency, making railways more efficient,
augmentation of capacity and ensuring railways and passengers’ safety with the creation of one
lakh crore rupee fund to be invested over a period of five years.
To support similar initiatives including the development of dedicated freight corridors,
railway ministry has created an environment directorate and is working on Rs 41,000 crore of
savings in the energy in next three years. The ministry is improving management ability to deal
with human resource and hence it has commenced a human resource audit.
Governance plays a key role. We have delegated all the powers to general managers. It has
brought in a sense of accountability.
The railways have made a major accounting reform. The initiative is not just meant to
convert cash to accrual, or making it single to double entry. But, also bringing the element of
management information system (MIS), management accounting, costing, book keeping, into
one which is outcome oriented.
The ministry is also starting a major enterprise resource planning (ERP) programme which
will involve huge investment, but will lead to substantial savings. This will improve governance
in a significant way.
Indian Railways is trying to create a regulatory institution which will ensure that governance
improves. The reforms introduced by the ministry will give us the far reaching benefits over a
period of time.

(Suresh Prabhu)

Keynote Message
I am happy to know that Governance Now— a fortnightly magazine on governance and public policy is going to unveil
a detailed report on key deliberations made on transformation of the Indian Railways during its 3rd Railways Reforms and
Governance Conclave.
The government is leaving no stone unturned to ensure rapid and thorough development of the railways for the betterment of rail users. The railways is also making efforts to enhance investment from the private sector like never before for
modernising its infrastructure and functioning.
Several experts and officials from varied fields converged at the 3rd Railways Reforms and Governance Conclave in
March this year gave some insightful presentations to help understand necessary measures needed to transform this sector.
The conclave, which witnessed participation from the Indian Railways, Niti Aayog, embassies of United Kingdom, People’s Republic of China, Spain and Germany, World Bank, corporate giants and research institutes must have come up with
critical suggestions to transform and modernise the railways.
Strengthening of rail infrastructure is one of the top priorities of this government. Development of dedicated freight corridors to give an impetus to freight movement is being done at a rapid pace along with the introduction of high speed trains
and more production of German technology coaches for safety purpose.
Special emphasis has been made to lay new tracks and maintain old ones for introducing high speed and semi-high speed
trains. In the 2017-18 Budget, the government has approved creation of Rashtriya Rail Sanraksha Kosh (RRSK) of Rs 1 lakh
crore to be spent in the next five years towards safety expenditures to ensure safer rail network.
I extend my best wishes to Governance Now and team for coming up with this report which consists of crucial suggestions on railway transformation. I wish you all the very best for your future endeavours.

(Manoj Sinha)

Message
It is a matter of immense pleasure to learn that Governance Now— a fortnightly magazine on governance and
public policy is coming up with a detailed report on key deliberations made on transformation of Indian Railways
through reforms during its 3rd Railways Reforms and Governance Conclave held on March 24, 2017.
Speakers from the varied fields converged at this platform and discussed key issues pertaining to the Indian
Railways and gave some insightful presentations to help understand necessary measures needed to transform the
railways.
I am optimistic that suggestions given by the officials and experts during this conclave, which witnessed
participation from the Indian Railways, Niti Aayog, Embassies of United Kingdom, People’s Republic of China,
Spain and Germany, World Bank, corporate giants and research institutes, would help to transform Indian
Railways.
It is our endeavour to make Indian Railways one of the most efficient organisations in the country and give
a boost to the economy. Efforts have been made to modernize the railways by joining hands with our Railway
orgainzations globally. While making Railways safer and ensuring adequate amenities for passengers, it is also
kept in mind that the common man gets all the benefits out of this.
Amidst the talks of developing infrastructure for the high speed trains, the Railways has undertaken
massive efforts to make this dream come true in a few years of time. Special emphasis has been laid to lay new
tracks and maintain old ones for introducing high speed and semi-high speed trains. In the 2017-18 Budget, the
Government has approved creation of Rashtriya Rail Sanraksha Kosh (RRSK) of Rs. one lakh crore to be spent in
the next five years towards safety expenditures to ensure safer Railways.
In its effort to provide better connectivity to bordering areas of the Northeastern Region, the Government
has proposed new lines in Arunachal Pradesh and other NE states. The incumbent government is leaving no
stone unturned to strengthen rail infrastructure in the Northeast and connect all major cities with the State and
National capitals.
With this, I would like to extend my wholehearted wishes to Governance Now and team for their sincere
efforts in organizing the 3rd Railways Reforms and Governance Conclave and unveiling the detailed report.

(Rajen Gohain)
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britain's
helping hand

B

ritish High Commissioner to India, Sir Dominic
Asquith talked about the Under the
two countries coopera- Varanasi
tion in railway station re- Smart City
developdevelopment.
“Indian rail stations are at the prime ment plan,
locations in the heart of the cities. If we are instations are redeveloped to the highest vesting UK
standards then the revenue generating government
model can be used to reinvest in the money in
wider scale infrastructure,” Sir Asquith
developing
said. Making effective use of prime real
a pre-feaestate in the city would also act as catsibility
alyst for a wider economic growth as
has been demonstrated in the British plan for
cities including Birmingham and Lon- the station
not only to
don, he said.
Londons’s Kings Cross station is the determine
busiest transport interchange in the the financountry. Network rail invested more cial viabilthan $450 million developing and re- ity and the
storing the station, one of the most revenue
significant infrastructure and regen- generation
eration project in the UK in the last potential
decade.
but to plan
“Despite major disruption during
to ensure
the redevelopment, a full train service
and cawas maintained throughout the improvement work. The Victorian struc- talyse widture was renovated and expanded to er economic
create a robust transport hub,” he said. redevelThe stations redevelopment has opment
been the catalyst for one of the largest of the
regeneration schemes in the Europe, city
attracting 2.2 billion pound of private
investment with 47 hectare of brownfield
land being developed in offices, retail
and 2,000 firms.
“We have made commitments

at the highest level in urban development including transport. Our two
PMs agreed to an urban partnership
to bring together governments, urban
experts, investors to build smarter
more inclusive cities that drive shared
property, jobs and growth in India
and in the UK,” he said.
As the initial practical initiative,
our PMs have welcomed a new technical assistance for redevelopment of
Varanasi railway station. “Under the
Varanasi Smart City development
plan, we are investing UK government money in developing a pre-feasibility plan for the station not only to
determine the financial viability and
the revenue generation potential but
to plan to ensure and catalyse wider
economic redevelopment of the city
while appropriately preserving the
DNA of the India’s holy city,”
he said.

HE Sir Dominic Asquith
British High Commissioner
to India

www.event.governancenow.com
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Accounting
reforms needed

E

conomist and member,
NITI Aayog, Bibek Debroy said that before
privatisation and corporatisation, the Railways
need to undertake major reforms,
including commercial accounting,
decentralisation and human resource.
Underlining the importance of introducing commercial accounting, he
said, “I need commercial accounting
not only to attract private sector investment, but also because I need to
know the kind of return public investment will have.”
In the present system – because of
the complicated system of accounting – it’s difficult to ascertain the average rate of return on a typical railways project, he said. In some cases it
might be even negative, he added.
“Whether I get access to funds using the World Bank window or some
other, those are loans. They have to be
repaid, perhaps at an average rate of
seven percent. So if I don’t know the
rate of return, I will not be in the position to pay back the loan,” he said.
The commercial accounting is already
being done on a pilot basis in Ajmer
and northern zone.
“There is no particular reason why
the transition to commercial accounting will not be possible by 2019. It is
only a tool, after that one will require
MIS which will take few more years,”
he said.
Cautioning about the greater demand for public private partnership
(PPP), Debroy said, “Most services
are already privatised. If we are not

10
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be exploited by real estate redevelopment. We may see six to seven stations by 2019 including Surat, Chandigarh, Shivajinagar and Bijwasan.”
He said that there is also a need
for rationalisation of passenger
trains. “Why should we run slow
passenger trains between Delhi and
Tundla. It is already
well connected.”
Debroy said that the
I don’t think more than 20
railways is going to set
stations have the potential
up a regulator.
land to be exploited by real
The decentralisation
estate redevelopment
of decision making is
another major exercise underway in the
railways. Historically, the zones have
be higher than that obtained by the
been functioning in a decentralised
public sector. Remember that most
manner. Over a period of time, howof our infrastructure is funded by
ever, Rail Bhawan has become exthe debt route; that business
tremely centralised in its decicycles have their ups
sion making, he said.
and downs and that
The railways has 1.3
banks are incamillion employees, it
pable of lendhas shortage in the
ing money
core business of
for
20-25
running trains,
years-long
he said.
projects. In
that scenario,
all private secDr Bibek Debroy
Member, NITI Aayog
tor calculation
goes haywire",
he said.
On redevelopment of 400 railway
stations, he said, “I don’t
think more than 20 stations have the
potential
land to
talking about services and moving
away to something else, or are we
talking about management which is
also PPP or public assets or are we
talking building of assets using the
private sector?”
“Remember, the cost of capital obtained by the private sector tends to
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Safety first for
chinese railways

D

eputy chief of mission, EmbasIt will no longer be a dream that Chinese peosy of China, Liu Jinsong said
ple arrive in any city of China on train within a
during 40 days Spring Festival
day and reach any nearby city within an hour,
holiday, 360 million Chinese
the deputy chief of mission said.
travel on train back to homeSharing the learning from building high
town and work places, which means nearly nine
speed railway, Liu said first is absolute safety.
million passengers evAccording to the staery day.
tistics of the interna“On more than more than 30 countries are
tional union of rail20,000 km high speed
ways and European
involved in cooperation
track, there are more
railway agency, the
negotiations with China’s
than 4200 high speed
operation
security
high speed railway
trains running and
level of Chinese railcarrying 4.5 million enterprises and the
way ranks the first
passengers every day. overall investment Of
around the globe.
related
project
is
$470
In 2030, the operat“Secondly, market
ing mileage of China’s billion
oriented management
high speed railway will
and no money loss in
reach 45,000 km and connect all the big cities of
the long term. The Beijing Shanghai Express
over 5,00,000 population,” Liu said.
railway operation began to make profit after
three years, while that of Japan and
France took decades,” he said.
Liu Jinsong
Over 70 percent of China’s train
Minister and Deputy Chief of Mission,
Embassy of the People's Republic of
tickets are sold through internet, he
China in India
said.
At present, more than 30 countries are involved in cooperation negotiations with China’s high speed
railway enterprises and the overall
investment of related project is $470
billion, he said.
There are railway cooperation
agreements between China and Indian governments. The two sides are
pushing cooperation in all around
way focusing on five fields: increasing the speed of the existing track,
upgradation and improvement of stations, setting up a railway university,
railway personnel training and high
speed feasibility study, he said.

www.event.governancenow.com
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Martha Lawrence
Senior Railway Specialist,
Leader, Railways Community of
Practice, World Bank

Indian Rlys
should get
commercial
independence

S

enior railway specialist,
leader, railways community of practice, World Bank,
Martha Lawrence said Indian Railways faces three
major challenges: losing market share
to roads, capacity constraints and finances.
“After decades of growth, both freight
and passenger services are down, despite India having the fastest economy
in the world,” Lawrence said.
Historically, she said, railways revenue has covered cost and contributed to a third of capital investment.
But balancing the budget is getting
increasingly difficult. Moreover, passenger masses are huge and put a big
burden on the freight whose high tariff makes railways lose competitiveness, Lawrence said.
“Indian Railways is at crossroads.
If issues are not addressed, it is becoming trapped in vicious cycle of deteriorating finances under investment
capacity bottleneck and declining rail
share,” she said.
She suggested a few governance reforms to push Indian railways toward
growth, investment and financial sustainability.
As far as freight services are concerned, coal comprised of 40 percent
of freight volume and nearly half of its
revenue. This was the scenario when
coal was imported. But now it comes
from Odisha mines, which has led to
substantial reduction in traffic. “This
traffic is not likely to come back and

12
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the gap needs to be filled
with new traffic,” Lawrence said.
In India, rail carries
only a fraction of traffic
moved by rail in other
countries. “The railways in my country –the US – would similarly depend
on coal a few years ago. But they were

Indian Railways is at
crossroads. If issues
are not addressed, it
is becoming trapped
in vicious cycle
of deteriorating
finances under
investment capacity
bottleneck and
declining rail share
able to develop other lines of business
which you can see in the case of the
two railways in the US; they are now
bigger revenue producers than coal,”
she said.
This could happen because railways were freed to change how they
worked. “They went from bureaucratic government focused service providers to customer friendly transport
providers who update rail services to
customer needs,” she said.
It requires commercial management which is much easier to deliver
in a company structure than through
ministry, she said. It requires that the

cross subsidy from freight to passenger services be reduced. So freight can
charge competitive prices. “If India
continues to cross subsidise, it condemns India to a high carbon high
logistics cost, high road congestion
future,” she said.
Lawrence made a handful of recommendations. Given how low the
rates are, it does appear that there is
some room to raise rates – something
to consider and study. Rates could be
indexed to cost and inflation, she said.
It’s possible to enlist local support
for local services. “As an instance, the
Russian Railways has put its suburban
services into joint ventures with municipalities. China Railways develops
high speed infrastructure with provincial government – again getting
the local government to support the
investment,” she said.
It’s possible to leverage passenger assets and footfall through advertising
and developing station real estate.
“That can’t substitute for the other
sources of the revenue. But it can be
an excellent supplement,” she said.
To end railways woes, Lawrence
proposed to turn it into a state owned
enterprise, like in the case of Russian
and China, with commercial and administrative independence.
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Integrated mobile
app on cards

M

ember, governing
council,
Centre
for Railway Infor- CRIS is
mation Systems (CRIS), Vinit working
Goenka spoke about extensive round the
use of social media that has clock to
brought a revolution in the develop an
railways. He gave an example app which
of a passenger who was trav- can bring
elling from Delhi to Mumbai, all the
a few years back, when he had services
to get down from a train to on one
lodge a complaint. “Contrary platform
to this, now passengers simply need to tag Indian Railways in a tweet to register
their grievances. Whatever issues they are having, the
railways would briskly resolve them via social media,”
Goenka said.
“The experience of passengers has changed significantly because of social media. Technology has brought
revolution in the railways’ culture. Suresh Prabhu is the
first minister in the Indian Railways who personally
goes into the details of passengers’ grievances. It has
brought transparency and speeded up crucial services
being rendered to rail users,” he remarked.
Goenka said that complaint redressal mechanism
is not only for the passengers but also meant for the
freight. “Centre for Railway Information Systems
(CRIS) is working round the clock to develop an
app which can bring all the railway services at one
platform like booking tickets, lodging grievances and
freight booking. We are committed to promote cashless transactions to enhance transparency and eradicate corruption. Country like Japan has over 50,000
patents while India has only 2,000. India should develop its own standards which can be matched with
the western countries,” he said.
Vinit Goenka
Member, Governing Council,
CRIS, Ministry of Railways

internet for
everyone
Gulzar Azad
Head of Access Programs
- India & Country head Connectivity, Google India

H

ead of access pro- Google has
grams, In- partnered
dia & country head,
with Indian
connectivity, Google
Railways'
India, Gulzar Azad
to bring
said Google’s universal vision has been to the high
bring access to live speed Wi-Fi
internet to every- internet
one. “Towards that access
we have been very across 400
excited by railways railway
foresight of putting stations
45,000 km of fibre
over last decade
along with RailTel.
We have partnered with them to bring the high
speed Wi-Fi internet access across 400 railway
stations, starting with 100 stations that have
been built in last one year,” Azad said.
The project of station redevelopment and
Wi-Fi enablement started in 2016 at Mumbai Central Railway Station and towards the
end of the year, 110 stations were completed
across the country. “Six million people today
are using the network every month,” he said.
Going forward we want to expand the network in such a way that it becomes sustainable, financially viable and we want to see
more such contribution by RailTel, because
the data revolution will only happen in this
country through contribution of multitude of
technologies, he said.
www.event.governancenow.com
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panel discussion

PANEL DISCUSSION

policies, Governance and
Infrastructure Reforms
for Railways Development

T

he Indian Railways is
planning to propose
an increase in funds
to Rs 2.31 lakh crore
in the next financial
year, says A K Mittal,
Member (Engineering), Railway
Board, Ministry of Railways. In 201617 the budget
for the Indian
Railways was
Rs 1.21 lakh
crore.
“Indian
Railways has
more than 66
000 of route

14
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kilometer and about 1.2 lakh track
kilometer. Furthermore, 17 percent
of the routes carry 57 percent of the
traffic,” Mittal said. He adds that due
to insufficient amount of investment
in the last five years, it has become difficult to give time and attention to the
infrastructure. And therefore, he adds,
the present government has decided
to raise the investment “considerably
to improve the situation”.
To address the shortage of funds,
Indian Railways “has tied up additional funds of Rs 1.5 lakh crore by
way of loan from LIC for funding the
throughput enhancement project,”
Mittal says.

He adds that to invest the funds judicially, Railways has sanctioned largest length of doubling. “In last three
years about 12,600 kilometer of doubling has been sanctioned. Whereas,
since independence only 15,000 kilometer of doubling was sanctioned,”
Mittal said.
Also, for improving the work efficient in railways, Mittal says that the
department has adopted DPR based
approach. “Earlier it used to take 3-4
years to start the work, whereas with
the approach of DPR we are able to
start the work within one year.”
The department is also encouraging e-tenders to bring transparency,
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Mittal says, adding that 14,800 tenders costing
about Rs 27,000 crore have been invited through
e-tender process.
“Last month we have also gone for the bidding
of 23 railway stations including Howrah Junction,
Mumbai Central and Chennai Central. These stations cover 13 zones and 13 states which will be
opened in the month of May and June,” Mittal
concludes.
Vivek Sahai, former
chairman, Railway Board,
Ministry of Railways,
feels it is important to
make Indian Railways a
financial viable model.
“It is possible only if
we get 4-5 percent of
growth every year. This should engage maximum
attention of the railway board,” Sahai says.
He adds the government must review its decisions and understand why Indian Railways is failing to achieve the desired growth rate. “While in
last three years we have invested more than three
lakh crore rupees in the railways, the growth is
not coming. This point should be scrutinized either by Indian parliament or by some other agen-

cy. It is huge money and it is public money. Even
if is taken as a loan, interest has to be paid from
public funds,” Sahai says.
Sahai says, “In 1994, we had 76 percent of petroleum was transported by rail. Today it is less
than 10 percent. At that time, petroleum was
highest yielding commodity of railways. We have
lost that. Now Indian Railways is trying to recover
the loss from coal and from surge pricing. These
decisions need close scrutiny.”
S K Choudhary, Chairman & Managing Director, IRCON International Limited feels that
transparency is helping
his company to perform
well. “We are involved
in railways construction
and other infrastructure projects as well. We are
working in 25 countries as well as in all parts of
India. We will bring more transparency in the
way of our working and people from outside can
also look into our accounts and see who have
invested in our company. The pressure is helping the company to perform better,” Choudhary
says.
www.event.governancenow.com
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Prabhat Sahai, Chairman
& Managing Director, Mumbai
Railway Vikas
Corporation
Limited informs
that the Maharashtra government is working on a financial sustainability model of its transportation system for the next eight years.
“We have started losing money on the
suburban system. It has something to
do with affordability as well as economic development. As railways, we need to
see what the optimum pricing is, keeping
affordability in mind,” says Sahai.
He adds that there should intermodal integration of all public transport. “It
should go beyond public transport like
shared taxis, shared autos, e-rickshaws,
whatever is the last mile connectivity. In
Mumbai we are already working on it.”
Sahai says that integration should be
at three levels, which are geographical
jurisdiction, interchange of passengers
and seamless travel. The Maharashtra
government is working on integrated
ticketing system in association with
transport for London to promote seamless travel in the state, he informs.
Policy change is required in delivering the quality product, says V Kalyana
Rama, Chairman and Managing Director, Container Corporation of India
Limited. “As a
society we require a model
mix of transport. Roads and
Railways
are
competing with each other, which is an
unfortunate situation,” he says.
Devendra
Singh, Executive
Director (Planning), Ministry
of Railways, feels
that the biggest
challenge in the
transport sector
16
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is the capacity constraint.
“Indian Railways is a mammoth organisation. It is running 21,000 trains
per day. We carry 150 crore people,
more than world population, in one
year. To reform what you are doing is itself is a massive task. Theoretically if one
day railways do not work, there will be
around 10 lakh trucks on the road. You
can see the role of railways as an unsung
hero,” Singh says.
He, however, feels that in the next 3-4
years, the capacity constraint is likely to
go away.
“In the last 2-3 years, it is the top-down
approach which has been adopted rather
than bottoms up, which has resulted in
cutting the delays for specific and critical
activities of the organisation.”
Jagannarayan
Padmanabhan,
Director, Transport and Logistics,
CRISIL,
says that an integrated planning
is essential as far
as railways is concerned. “Close to Rs 20
lakh crore is spent in the last five years
and railways is still facing the brunt of
losing the share of cargo,” he says.
President,
CMAI
Association of India
Limited, N K
Goyal highlighted
three important
points— agony,
focus and suggestions to bring transformation in the
government. He said that the regulator has to be independent, neutral and
competent. “Most of the regulators are
associated with the government. Whatever best you have planned for the system gets changed within a few months
because of certain reasons. Consultation
is the backbone of a regulator. My suggestion is there should be officers who
possess qualities of a bureaucrat and an
industrialist,” he said.
Shri Rajaji Meshram, Director, Advisory Infrastructure,
KPMG moderated the panel discussion.

Recommendations
• Indian railways is planning to
propose an increase in funds to
Rs 2.31 lakh crore in the next financial year
• Due to insufficient amount of investment in the last five years, it
has become difficult to give time
and attention to the infrastructure. It has prompted the present
government to raise the investment considerably to improve
the situation
• To address the shortage of funds,
Indian Railways has tied up additional funds of Rs 1.5 lakh
crore by way of loan from LIC
for funding the throughput enhancement project
• Government need to review its
decisions and understand why
Indian Railways is failing to
achieve the desired growth rate.
Despite investing Rs 3 lakh crore
in the railways, the growth is
not coming. It needs to be scrutinised either by Indian parliament or by some other independent agency
• Railways is losing money on the
suburban system. It has something to do with affordability as
well as economic development.
As railways, it needs to be assessed what the optimum pricing is, keeping affordability in
mind
• There should be intermodal integration of all public transport.
Integration should be done at
three levels— geographical jurisdiction, interchange of passengers and seamless travel
• As a society we require a model
mix of transport. Roads and railways are competing with each
other, which is an unfortunate
situation
• Biggest challenge in the transport sector is capacity constraint
• Railways needs an integrated
planning which is very essential
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The director general underscored that efforts
have also been made to legally empower the RPF
with a set of rules and regulations. “Earlier, RPF
was mandated to ensure security of the railway
property but now we have transformed ourselves
into providing security to passengers and railway
premises. There is no doubt that the RPF needs
more powers. In 2003, the Railways Act was
amended to give some powers to manage petty
crimes like handling nuisance and chain pulling.
There is a persistent demand that the RPF should
be given more powers in dealing with crime in
a major way. There are a lot of challenges also,”
Bhagat added.
Commenting on the recent derailments,
Bhagat said the railways has unfortunately witnessed a couple of major sabotage incidents in
the recent times. “Just a couple of months back,
an accident occurred in Pukhraya near Kanpur
which led to the loss of 142 lives and another
ailway Protection Force (RPF),
200 got injured. Thereafter, in Rura, again in Utdirector general, SK Bhagat laid
tar Pradesh, another train derailed in which 44
emphasis on the need of evalupeople sustained injuries but fortunately none
ating the railways to improve the
died. Later, there was an accident in Kenuru in
services. He said that the railways
Andhra Pradesh which led to 41 deaths. And
is not only foraying into many areas but also givrecently there was an explosion in the passenger
ing its best to connect all the capitals of north
train coming from Ujjain to Bhopal which left 11
eastern states with the railway network.
injured. This is not the case with India only, in
Railways is also attempting to connect remote
fact this sort of subversive activity is going over
parts of the country and have
globally which makes us more
seamless operations across J&K.
alert than ever,” he said.
“From Udhampur to Banihal
He said that a couple of ara
couple
of
areas
there is no rail connectivity but
eas need attention of the RPF
I believe that once that portion need attention of
in terms of providing a secure
is connected, entire Kashmir re- the RPF in terms
journey to the passengers, pargion will change,” Bhagat said.
ticularly to women commuters.
of providing a
He highlighted the security secure journey to “We are trying to have as many
systems that have been built up the passengers,
as 10 percent lady personnel in
by the railways.
the RPF. Last year, we rescued
particularly to
“It is not only the RPF which women commuters
8,593 children that helped us
provides security to passengers.
bag the certificate of excellence
In fact it is a tripartite arrangefrom the ministry of home afment in which the RPF, Government Railway
fairs,” he said.
Police (GRP) and state police work in tandem.
Bhagat also spoke about the security helpline
Prior to 1954, RPF was essentially a watch and
182 which has proved a boon for the passengers.
ward wing, functioning under the railway ad“In 2015, RPF registered 8,545 calls and in 2016
ministration with no legal powers. With the RPF
the figure rose to over a lakh. Interestingly, one
Act 1957, the government gave a statutory bathird of such calls were essentially related to
sis to the RPF. In the year 1985, RPF was transnon-security like seeking medical attention and
formed into an armed forced unit which made it
sub-standard passenger amenities but despite
at par with any of the paramilitary force like BSF,
this, RPF connected passengers with the conCRPF and SSB,” he remarked.
cerned stakeholders,” he said.

RPF needs
more powers

R
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Signaling is
Railways’ backbone

D

irector general, signal & telecom, Indian Railways, Akhil
Agarwal described
signaling wing as the
backbone of Indian Railways that
helps drivers to run the trains safely. “We provide signaling to ensure
trains run in order and it is essential
for ensuring safety of passengers.
Once we give a green signal, it indicates to the loco pilot that he can run
the train at the maximum speed. Signaling is a symbol of trust because we
have no other communication with
the driver except it," Agarwal said.
He said that with the help of sig-

naling, the railways can also monitor
the passenger information online and
can disseminate the information to
the vendors for their convenience.
“Indian Railways started its operations in 1853 and at that time there

We provide
signaling to
ensure trains run
in order and it
is essential for
ensuring safety of
passengers

Akhil Agarwal
Director General, Signal &
Telecom, Indian Railways
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were lever frame and semaphore
arms. Then the railways quickly
moved into the relay based signaling
also known as electro mechanical
signaling, because some portion was
electrical and the other was mechanical. In 1919, with the advent of electronics and semi-conductor devices,
the signaling also moved in from
electro mechanical to audio frequency track circuits and electronic interlocking. From railways point of view
it was lever frame where we used to
have cabins at the both end of the stations,” he remarked.
With the advancement in signaling system, the railways introduced
centralised traffic control (CTC)
system where more than one station
can be controlled by an operator
sitting centrally, he said. “We are
presently providing this kind of signaling on one of the busiest sections
of the Indian Railways i.e. Kanpur-Ghaziabad section with CTC
control at one place at Tundla. We
have decided to have seven CTC operators at Tundla and out of that one
section, controlling seven stations,
has already been commissioned.
CTC with distributed interlocking
system can provide for an optimal
solution for medium and high speed
trains,” Agarwal said.
He also talked about train management system which is not operated by
central controller and the movement
of the trains is displayed at one place.
He said that the system is ideally suited for suburban sections having large
number of trains. There were various
signaling equipment during 20022016 but the most important one
turned out to be electronic signaling,
he added.
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Railways wants more
investment for better infra
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about 4,000 kms of
xecutive director, resource mobilNamita Mehrotra
electrification as opisation, Indian Railways, Namita
Executive Director,
Finance(Resource
posed to 2,000 kms
Mehrotra said the Indian Railways
Mobilisation), Indian Railways
in the current year.
started its transformation journey in
By 2020, we hope
2014 with the objective of becoming
to eliminate all levthe growth engine of the country. She remarked
el crossings on the
that at that time there were some shortcomings
broad gauge network
that needed to be overcome and it would take
to improve speed
some time to address them.
and provide safety
“We have a legacy of underinvestment and we
to public,” Mehrotra
are trying to address it. We have a lot of congessaid.
tion on our network and we can’t carry what the
The railways has
economy wants us to carry,” Mehrotra said.
formed the national
She said the railways incurred losses in passenhigh speed rail corger fare which it has tried to offset by increasing
poration (NHSRC)
freight tariff. She highlighted that the railways unwhich is worth about
derstands that customers need more attention and
one lakh crore rupee.
it needs to render better quality services to its cusThe high speed train
tomers. As an environment friendly organisation,
is likely to be commisrailways do have certain responsibilities, she added.
sioned from Mumbai
“The five major areas where the railways is
working
include
to Ahmedabad by
investment and inIn
early
2015,
we
prepared
a
around 2023-24. “So
frastructure,
new
far as freight is consource of revenue, midterm plan of about Rs 8.5
cerned, the objective
optimisation of costs, lakh crore with the objective
is to get at least 45
improve
custom- of electrification and
percent of the model
er experience and decongesting the network and
share back. We are
structural reforms.
trying to sign long term contracts for the customIn early 2015, we prepared a midterm plan of about
ers so that there is predictability in terms of traffic
Rs 8.5 lakh crore with the objective of decongesting
for us as well as in terms of freight for them. We are
the network and electrification,” she said.
looking at new areas of traffic and of course with
Mehrotra also talked about railways attempts
the existing infrastructure we are trying to run
to look at different structures for increasing inlight weight rolling stock,” she said.
vestments, forming joint ventures with the state
The executive director said the railways is also
governments and public sector units. The railtrying to commission more sidings because 80
ways has already drawn funds from Life Corporapercent of the freight comes from the sidings.
tion of India (LIC) and the idea is to draw around
Some of the other crucial measures which have
Rs 1.5 lakh crore upto 2020. This is how the inbeen taken by the ministry include— strengthenvestments have grown, she said.
ing of freight sector, providing incentives to con“In the last three years, there has been subtainers. “So far, as the railways’ financial health
stantial ramping up of the investment. Next year
is concerned, as opposed to about three percent,
the target is about Rs 1.3 lakh crore. There has
our total revenue is coming from non-fare sourcbeen increase in the commissioning of the kies, we are targeting about 10-20 percent revenue
lometers of railway lines. Next year, the target
coming from non-fare sources in line with other
is about 3,500 kms as opposed to 2,800 kms in
railway networks.
the current year. After that, we propose to do
www.event.governancenow.com
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Delivering transparent services
and appreciated by the cabinet secretary and other senior
officials. The portal was launched on August 09, 2016 with
a few product categories such as taxi services, laptop, and
desktop but in the last 3-4 months, product categories have
reached to 478 with 12,900 products. Now, the portal has
around 31,000 listed government users across the country.
One of the important features is that the vendor and buyers
can list themselves online in five minutes and their authentication is done on the basis of Aadhaar, PAN card, NC 21
and with other certificates. We have integrated PFMS (public financial management system). So all payments from all
ministries are made from this system. We are now trying
to integrate the defence payment system so that it can also
overnment e-Marketplace is an
be boarded online and
online procurement of comall the payment can be
mon-use goods and services with
done online. The biggest
transparency, efficiency and speed. It also We are now trying to
advantage for sellers is
provides the tools of e-bidding and reverse integrate the defence
that payments are to be
e-auction as well as of demand aggregation payment system so that it
done in 10 days. We have
to achieve the best value for money.
can also be boarded online made this condition with
DGS&D also has a portal where organ- and all the payment can be
the approval of the cabsiations can put in a demand they conduct
inet and finance secredone online.
auction for e-bidding and deliver very
tary. Payments are also
competitive price. Recently, we had done a
been monitored through
demand integration for a department of Women and Child
PFMS. We get alerts and analytics on payments getting deDevelopment for their 60,000 mobile phones, which were
layed so that we can take up with the respective finance secdelivered to various states. The prices were very competitive
retaries to speed up the payments.
AK Kamra
Deputy Director General,
DGS&D

G

Many Technologies can be taken from labs

M

inistry of Railways in the year 2015 announced
Prof Nalinaksh S Vyas
Technology Mission for Indian Railways (TMIR),
Chairman, Technology Mission
which was set-up to take up R&D projects of railfor Indian Railways
way applications in collaboration with the ministry of science
and technology, ministry of human resource development and
industries. We have got industries in our advisory group of experts through forums like FICCI and CII.
TMIR’s job is to coordinate activities between various centres for railway research and organisations like ISRO, CSIR
Labs and DRDO. There are a lot of technologies that can be
brought in from labs like a national aeronautic lab, ISRO, Gas
Wind Labs, which is currently working on gas turbine propulsion for the locomotive. Many such projects can be extracted
out of the work these labs are doing for the benefit of Railways.
NITI Aayog committee led by Dr Saraswat has defined the vision statements as far as technology and roadmap are concerned.
It has also defined the matrix of goals. Railways has heavy hauls which includes rolling stocks, tracks, bridges and many other
operations. Similarly, matrix of another haul includes high speed, safety, security, energy and environment. From above matrices
the logics for projects are defined, and then they are transmitted to technology mission, and our job is to form a team of experts
from all over the country, which carries out the research projects.
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Smart Algorithms to
improve efficiency
Dr Narendra Karmarkar
Ex Professor, TIFR, Expert in
Super Computing and Member
of Advisory Council, IT Vision
for Indian Railways

I

ndian Railways is a gigantic network which carries
more than eight billion
passengers per annum.
Today, valuation of technology companies like Facebook
are in multi-billion dollar because they are connected with
billions of people. If this formula
is applied on the Indian railways,
then its valuation must be much
higher than this. It has a huge
potential to become one of the
largest among fortune 500 companies if it is operated in a more
professional way by using better
methods to improve efficiency.
Smart algorithms help in
an advanced decision support
system. They help in planning
long-term projects for investment and making short term
plans for augmentation and
improvements, and also help in
actual operations like finding
the best time table and dynamic
modification.
These algorithms are based on
a mathmatical model, which has
to satisfy all the real constraints
and put down all different ob-

Railways has
a huge potential
to become one
of the largest
among fortune
500 companies if
operated in
a more professional way
jectives and priorities in a systematic form of equations. Then
supply this model with real data,
which may be statistical data
gathered from a past experience
or data forecasted for the future
traffic or it can also be a real-time
data that is used in optimising traffic. After feeding data to
these algorithms, they generate
superior options for optimised
operations. This algorithm gives
better solutions under the same
constraints which offer a huge
scope for improving efficiency
in Indian Railways. The solution
you may find pertains to a longterm plan or daily operation.
Also, can suggest alternate plans

and possibilities and you may
take your decisions as per them.
Data Analytics can be combined with optimising algorithm
to obtain better results. When
you combine the data with analytics method, you may reach out
to the conclusion which may not
be apparent through the regular MIS Report. Doing analytics
alone will give you some insights
but combining with doing the
optimisation algorithm won't
only do value addition but also
value multiplication. It allows
you to a much better solution
and efficient use of resources and
assets that are owned by the Indian Railways. We have applied
these kinds of the algorithm in
the United states which lead to
several billion dollars per annum
saving as entire telecom network
of US was optimised by these
algorithms and also in Japan.
These algorithms solve complex
distributed logistics problems
and Indian railways have bigger
problems that we have solved in
the past. Once you apply these
algorithms, there are many different modes you can set your
objectives the first one is the volume that means you can maximise the revenue generated from
the given assets carrying more
passenger and freight by finding
the best ways to mix things that
railways can carry more load on
the train.
You can also optimise ranking of different investment plans,
which will allow you to select the
best alternatives. Another interesting thing you can do is when
you have to do capacity augmentation, these are long term
projects but the viability of these
projects depends on the how
quickly you lay the line. By using
these optimisation algorithms
you can reach that break-even
point more quickly.
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Redeveloping
railway stations

R

ailway stations in India
are 100 years old which
need transformation at
par with the airports.
The station redevelopment will be done utilising land monetization, which is a challenging task
to make money out of thin air. A total
of 400 stations have been identified for
redevelopment. In fact, there are 100
more suburban stations that have a
potential for redevelopment. The corporation has been interested in redeveloping 12 stations.
We are expecting two kind of revenues to develop world class stations.
First, through the commercial development of the land and other from
the station's facilities like kiosks, ads,
parking, advertisements (railways display network (RDN) and outdoor advertising). Last year, we were awarded
two stations – Gandhi Nagar and
Habibganj for station redevelopment.
The foundation for Gandhi Nagar was
laid on 9th January by the prime minister and the work of Habibganj would
take off soon.

SK Lohia
Chief Executive Officer, Indian
Railway Stations Development
Corporation Limited

We are focusing on transit-oriented
development with lots of innovations,
designs and implementation in urban
planning, meeting the needs of smart
cities. The redevelopment will be done
on public-private partnership (PPP)
mode. The focus will be on 7Cs-- city
centre, (to be a multimodal transport
hub), convenience of passengers, communication (wi-fi and information
to passengers and from passengers),

SWOT ANALYSIS
WEAKNESSES

STRENGTHS

Ownership of land

Model under implementation

Strategically placed

Real Estate component– Complex formalities

Studied well for implementation
THREATS

Huge potential, growing system

Volatility in real estate valuations.

FDI – 100%

Monday, May 15, 2017
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OPPORTUNITIES

Competition from upcoming/planned
projects in the cities
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congestion and clutter free environment, conservation of environment
and cleanliness under the Clean India
programme.
Redevelopment of brownfield stations is a challenging programme but
the advantage is all such projects are
in the heart of the cities. Their titles are
also clear. The lease period for commercial development is 45 years for the
station management and operations, it
is 15 years including the period of construction. While the construction of the
station is on, commercial development
can happen. But the encumbrance on
commercial development is not allowed till the station redevelopment
is completed so that it does not turn
into a real estate project. Land cannot
be mortgaged, but development rights
can. Apart from these 12 stations, more
will be developed on the Swiss challenge model. Rail Minister on 8th Feb,
rolled out 23 stations and their bids are
expected by May 2017. More stations
will also be rolled out on various other
models.
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Railways should
work on design,
simulation
Prasanta Kumar Das
Vice President,
Value Solutions, Dassault
Systemes

V

ice president, value solutions, Dassault
Systemes, Prasanta Kumar Das said the
railways is facing two challenging issues
- designing and simulation capabilities. Dassault
Systemes have been using products, services and
a lot of discussions are taking place. We are at the
age of experience and lot of people having different expectations, Das said.
Dassault Systemes’ presence is worldwide and
we are based at Gurgaon in India. “We take preventive actions to minimise loss or any risk by
exploiting all the vision we have,” he said.
“We provide solutions to all the industry sectors and the railways is one of the important
o r g a n i s at i o n s .
We have been
involved in meetWe have been
ing designs and
involved
infrastructure
in meeting
requirements in
the railways like designs and
bridges, tunnels, infrastructure
terrain designs requirements of
and simulations the railways
to create desired
solutions.
We
bring the reality and virtual scenario together to
give you the time to deploy. Alstom, Bombardier
and Stadler are some of our clients who are using
our solutions to design and reduce development
time and cost. Thereby, you get the futuristic view
beforehand and what could have been at the design stage, you can take the corrective measures.
We need to address lack of designing and simulation capabilities.

UOP offers
incident
management
capability

D

irector, Naesys, Rohit Sarabhai says
that his company is into product
development sector. Sarabhai said
Naesys has created a solution called unified
operations platform (UOP) which talks about
how we transform our reactive approach to the
proactive approach. Preventive asset maintenance is one of the themes of what we are providing, he said.
“Earlier, when the situation has happened,
we used to react to it but now the technologies

The system is capable of
handling multiple events
correlated together to
provide an output
have come that leverage historical data, current
and real time data to predict what kind of event
can take place. This platform is accessible from
multiple channels and applicable to multiple
domains like smart cities, railway security and
operations, logistics and transportation.
He highlighted that the system is a multifunctional platform which provides incident
management capability. “It is capable of handling multiple events correlated together to
provide an output. This is one way of handling
it. We have an entire situational awareness engine at the back end so whatever is happening,
you can visualise it from the map perspective,”
he said.
Rohit Sarabhai
Director, Naesys
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Hyperloop: Broadband of
Transport Systems

L

ast transportation revolution we had seen a century ago when aeroplanes
came into being. After that,
we had cars and ships. So
what’s next in the transport? In 2013,
Elon Musk, CEO of SpaceX and Tesla,
in a white paper, proposed Hyperloop
as an open design challenge. Since
then, a few groups around the world
have taken it upon themselves to develop the world's fifth mode of transport.
Hyperloop is considered as a faster
form of railways, but it is different from
the current system is. The current sys-

sector, Hyperloop wants to do the same
for passenger and freight. The pod is
not a train coach; it is like a transmission of data through broadband cables.
There is pod which is like a data packet
in the fibre optics. The pod works in
the controlled environment inside the
tube, which is levitated using magnetic levitation instead of using wheels to
eliminate friction. Then you reduce the
air pressure inside the tube to eliminate
resistance. The pods are designed for
both transporting freight and passengers.
The fundamental problems which

Sibesh Kar
Team Lead, Hyperloop India

tem works on the principle of linear relation of energy and velocity, in which
to achieve more velocity (speed) you
need to put in a lot of energy for example, a rocket in which you need to put
very high energy to project it into the
high velocity. But, in Hyperloop you
need less amount of energy to achieve
a high amount of velocity. Hyperloop
is a broadband of transport. What optical fibre cable did for the information
24
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do not let the transport reaching its full
potential are air and contact friction.
The plane travels above 30,000 feet
because air resistance is very low out
there. What if we could suck out almost
all the air from the tube then there will
be zero resistance. You can reach the
speed up to 1,200 km per hour. It will
be a semi-vacuum tube system with
pods operating inside the system and
going to be completely autonomous.

The benefit of Hyperloop is that it will
be made above grade or below grade
which eliminates chances of accidents.
Hyperloop will be a more convenient
and on demand direct to a destination
like Uber. It will be much cheaper than
the other high-speed trains.
What Hyperloop holds for India?
Ministry of Railways announced mission 350 plus programme last year. The
ministry aims to elevate the capacity
of railways by introducing Magnetic
levitation systems on PPP mode. The
programme is a sign of new phase of
development in railways to replace

In 2013, Elon Musk,
CEO of SpaceX and
Tesla, in a white
paper, proposed
Hyperloop as
an open design
challenge. Since
then, a few groups
around the world
have taken it upon
themselves to
develop the world's
fifth mode of
transport
legacy of colonial infrastructure and
makes tremendous leapfrogs in transport infrastructure. We have an unreliable transport system which is prone to
supply chain risk.
We are working with RITES and
other stakeholders in the network
which is Hyperloop One to see how
Hyperloop can fit in the India's regulation and initiatives and governance
reforms.

interview

Meeting safety, security
requirements of railway stations
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Sanjeev Kumar Maini, MD & CEO of Naesys Dimensions Solution, highlights solutions
can help improve the efficiency of railways huge network of freight and passenger information systems
How Naesys solutions
will help the railways
in overcoming complex
challenges?
Management of railways, ticketing
systems and availability of services
need to be developed to cater to
the need of growing population.
Naesys has a critical role to play as
Indian Railways is aiming to find
solutions to lower costs, grow revenues, and enhance the passenger
experience. Improvement of railway services and
operations is difficult without integration of strong
IT system, which Naesys is ready to offer.
Naesys has the capability to provide a full range
of smart railway solutions such as advanced security monitoring solutions, real-time railway safety operations, rail communication system, smart
platform solutions and others. Naesys applies its
software and service expertise to improve the
speed, safety, and reliability of rail services.
Naesys is additionally working to provide the
solutions to improve the efficiency of railways
huge network of freight and passenger information systems. Naesys solution includes all
aspects of passenger communication, from fleet
management software to on-board audio and visual communications and entertainment.
Combining knowledge and experience with
a constant drive for innovation, Naesys can deliver cutting-edge solutions which ensure passenger safety and real communication on trains.
Additionally, in line with the Indian Railways’
vision of the efficient and sustainable use of resources, Naesys aims to offer water and energy
management solutions.
How your technology ensures passengers safety?
In recent years, Indian railway has become increasingly vulnerable to security risks such as robbery, vandalism and even terrorism. A fundamental tool to support railways security is the video
surveillance system. Naesys Video surveillance
solutions help railways to achieve their operation-

al targets. The solutions efficiently
monitor all areas and activities to
immediately detect fires, emergencies, and other threats.
Video surveillance technology is viewed as the most suitable
backup to monitor human presence at stations. Video surveillance serves not only to monitor but to provide information
proactively so that security administrators can be quicker in
responding to potential threats and emergencies.
Automatic processing of this information can be
used to make decisions on traffic scheduling, passenger and crowd management on platforms.
Naesys video analytics tools allow retrieving
of large-scale video data to provide automatic
intrusion detection and support implementation of an alarm and early warning systems for
control centre staff. The solution can also assess
crowd density at major railway stations and initiate crowd control measures when the number
of passengers exceeds a prescribed limit. Hence,
Naesys solutions are ideal for meeting the safety,
security requirements of railway stations.
Please shed light on your collaboration
with governments.
Since its inception, Naesys has undertaken multiple projects including DRDO, UIDAI, and
an e-office project executed at Central Reserve
Police Force (CRPF) to help the elite force in
transforming the organisation into a digitally
empowered and less-paper organisation.
Besides working on digitalizing the large
government organisations, Naesys along with
its partners have built various cyber and digital
security frameworks that have been conceptualised in collaboration with government organisations. Naesys has also worked on several citizens
facing digitalization projects to enhance the efficiency of various departments at the district,
state, and central government level so that they
can deliver seamlessly integrated services to the
citizen of India.
www.event.governancenow.com
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Deliver high-performance
web experiences to any device

When engaging with public sector organizations online, users expect online experiences that are as
fast and easy as consumer marketplaces. Akamai delivers a flawless web experience under any
condition, enabling mobile optimized websites and web applications and delivering cloud services,
defense-in-depth solutions, greener IT and ultimately the potential for higher ROI.

Scan the QR code to know more.
You can also visit www.akamai.com Or call +91 80633 29373

